Smart EWM Impact Analysis

EWM Testing Challenge

Classic impact analysis is great for transaction oriented SAP applications but for EWM this system doesn’t work given the action-vs-transaction oriented implementation.

Users are left with full regression testing which is impractical and accepted to be inefficient and ineffective.

So how can we maintain change velocity and achieve zero production defects?

Smart Impact Analysis

The answer is LiveCompare, IntelliCorp’s smart lifecycle management software for SAP applications.

LiveCompare understands the actions that implement EWM functionality and automatically identifies the most-at-risk actions to test for all EWM changes (standard and custom).

Integrate with testing solutions to discover test coverage and gaps.

Zero EWM Defects

Key benefits:

- Focus and reduce EWM testing
- Respond to change fast and with zero defects
- Adopt an agile approach to EWM change management
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